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ABOUT OUR COVER
Tandaco Coating and Stuffing Mixes are the
quick and easy way to consistently enhance
the presentation and taste of your meals. 

Tandaco Coating Mixes give you flavoursome, attractively presented meals –
with no variation between coating batches, no more messy crumbs and no
need to use eggs. Just one quick and simple application at an economical
cost per serve. Available in Southern Fried Chicken coating mix, Fish coating
mix, and Salt & Pepper coating mix.

Tandaco Seasoned Stuffing Mix is ideal for stuffing poultry, pork, lamb,
seafood and vegetables and can also be used as a side dish or seasoning. 

The innovative packaging ensures safe and secure storage, with an easy to
open lid and easy peel label making each Tandaco pail ideal for re-use
once cleaned.

For more details see our product section on page 14.

FREE SAMPLE OFFER*
Call 1800 656 115 during office hours (EST); give the operator your details
and you’ll receive a free sample pack of all  four Tandaco mixes.

*Offer limited to the first 100 genuine foodservice outlets. One sample pack per outlet. 
Offer ends at 5.00pm, 30th October.

BONUS OFFER
If you like the samples and decide to purchase 2 or more
cartons of any combination from your distributor in 
September, Tandaco will send you a Coles Group & Myer
Gift Card to the value of $15.00.

Full information and terms and conditions with your sample pack. �
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Now you can off er your customers gluten free, crumbed 
chicken without compromising on fl avour or crispness. 
Made from 100% chicken breast and a specially formulated 
gluten free crumb coating, our new range has something 
for everyone. So if you’re looking for tasty, gluten free 
chicken for your customers... Ingham has the answer.

www.inghamfoodservice.com.au  For more information, or to place an order, contact your local branch.

Gluten Free Chicken Breast 
Tenders    5564300

Gluten Free Chicken Breast 
Nuggets   5564100

Gluten Free Chicken Breast Schnitzel    5564200

Full flavoured. Gluten free.  

     NEW TO THE

  GLUTEN

FREE
 RANGE
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     EDUCATION

what’s best for your business?

TAKEOUT 4

MINIMISE YOUR
COSTS WITHOUT

LOSING BUSINESS
We’re all looking for cost saving tips which can help make business
more profitable … and here are some ideas which you can try in
your own operation. Our thanks to Nestlé Professional for provid-
ing the source material from which this list has been compiled.

$ Reduce portion sizes – reducing portion sizes and menu prices
can help you save money on ingredient costs while also reducing
the overall calorie and fat content of meals. It’s also a move that
makes sense in view of the growing trend towards snacking.

$ Focus on produce and grains – vegetables are becoming
“the centrepiece of Aussie meals”  according to Australian Good
Food, which reports research by Weber Shandwick. The greater
demand for locally grown produce is increasingly being 
reflected in what the smart cafes, delis and takeaways are 
offering customers.

$ Experiment with “lesser cuts” – you don’t need to always
use premium meats like tenderloin or boneless chicken breast.
Try offering cheaper alternatives such as chicken thigh, ground
pork or marinated lamb breast.

$ Round out all your menu categories – a distinctive selection
of appetizers, soups, salads, sandwiches, snacks, and side
dishes allows customers to mix-and-match their own custom
meal. These kinds of items often are less dependent on expensive
proteins and cost you less to make up.

$ Add more meatless options – beans, eggs, cheese, tofu-based
meals, veggie burgers etc don’t just appeal to dieters and vege -
tarians/vegans. Having these on offer can be a more cost-effective
option for both your customers and your business.

$ Make every bite count – customer satisfaction is often more
dependent on the flavour and texture of food than how much
you serve. Your choice of ingredients, the way they’ve been
prepared and cooked, how the flavours complement each other,
the heat at which the food is served – all these factors impact
on whether or not the customer feels satisfied.

$ Napkin dispensers in tables and service areas are often a
‘hidden cost’ especially if customers are able to help them-
selves indiscriminately. Consider using napkin dispensers which
restrict the customer to one napkin at a time.

$ Paper towels in toilets are often another hidden cost. Electric
hand dryers may be a more cost-effective alternative.

$ Cut down on garbage pickups by turning food waste into 
organic fertilizer.

$ Look into recycling fryer oil for use in biodiesel or other appli -
cations, rather than simply disposing of used grease.

There’s a memorable scene in the famous British
comedy TV series Fawlty Towers where hapless
Basil Fawlty can’t understand his guest’s insistence
on being served fresh, rather than frozen peas.
When Basil concedes the peas have been frozen, the guest says
“Well, if they’re frozen they’re not fresh, are they?”

“I can assure you they were absolutely fresh when they were frozen!”
Basil retorts.

This same debate about fresh vs frozen rages on, especially when it
comes to seafood.

The consumer perception may be that fresh is necessarily better, but
the problem is that local seafood supplies have become depleted
over time, while demand for product has soared.

At the same time, technological advances now make it possible to
“flash-freeze” fresh seafood in a way which preserves its quality bet-
ter than could ever be done in the past.

With this in mind, it’s perhaps not surprising that Mark Boulter, the
Risk and Compliance Manager at Sydney Fish Markets, concedes
that the demand for fresh seafood over frozen comes down simply to
consumer perceptions.

“Consumers have the preference to eat fresh rather than frozen, and
that’s what the independent fishmongers are capitalising on, as are
the high level cafes and restaurants,” Boulter told us.

seafood is frozen within hours of harvest it’s actually in a more pris-
tine state, with less spoilage and typically 90 per cent less CO2 will
be emitted getting it to market. So which one is the healthier choice?

“With frozen seafood today, modern technologies allow us to retain
quality and nutritional benefits. It’s really about sealing in the freshness
of the product, and that’s retained right until you’re ready to cook it.”

Harry uses as an example the Clean Harvest Barramundi fillet portions
currently available from Marine Product Marketing.

“These are hand-cut fillet portions that are delicious, moist and versatile.
Each is flash frozen within hours of harvest, then individually vacuum
packed. That process locks in all the natural freshness and flavour.”

The highly perishable nature of seafood means as much as 30 per
cent may be thrown away before being consumed. But if you’re only
taking out the amount needed from the freezer, you can minimise
wastage and drive your dollar further.

The other obvious advantage of frozen seafood is that you’re not re-
stricted to selling only what’s currently available – you can offer a
great range all year round.

So what’s the best choice for YOUR business? Increasingly fish and
chips and seafood stores are offering primarily frozen, offset with
some fresh product. This is a cost-effective choice which still gives you
an opportunity to capture business from those customers who insist on
only fresh. And for most of us, it’s also the best way to ensure you can
stock an adequate supply to meet demand.

The bottom line is that frozen products are frequently just as good,
and often can be superior, to fresh seafood. 

The most important considerations therefore should be not fresh vs
frozen, but quality and value. �

“But if frozen seafood is done properly, it’s as good as fresh product.
It will stack up just as well in any blind tasting trial – and not only that,
it lasts a lot longer. It can be kept in that condition for months and
months, not just five or six days like the fresh variety.”

The wholesale auction market at the Sydney Fish Markets supplies
fresh seafood primarily to independent retailers and provedores who
supply high end restaurants and cafes. According to Mark Boulter,
around 90 per cent of the seafood these independent retailers sell 
is fresh.

But in the foodservice and takeout markets the story is different. 

“It’s really only the top end venues that feel they can afford to be in
that price bracket [of selling fresh seafood] and in any case the con-
sumer doesn’t necessarily know whether the product was fresh or
frozen by the time it hits their plate,” he points out.

“A lot of takeaways, fish and chip shops and the like, are buying
frozen product primarily through wholesalers like PFD, Chippies and
so on. Certainly if what you’re after is bulk seafood, it makes sense to
buy frozen seafood direct.”

This point of view is backed up by Harry Peters of Marine Product
Marketing, which has built up a strong reputation in foodservice for
the quality of its imported seafood range.

“When we [the public] buy fresh seafood we're paying a premium
expecting the product to be in a pristine state,” Harry points out. 

“But the reality is that fresh is on a collision course with spoilage and
we rarely consume it at the start of this journey. In contrast, when
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INSIDEPizza
CULINARY SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY’S PIZZA PROFESSIONALS

NEW ON CLUB PERFECT
THE FOCUS IS ON THE FOOD
This issue’s Club Perfect Ambassador
Kris Bailey of Pizza Religion spills some
of the secrets of his success in an
indepth interview.

Click on Masterclass / Secrets of
the Perfect Achievers

MARKETING YOUR BUSINESS
WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a fantastic and FREE
way to publicise and promote your
business. All you need is a computer
and an internet connection and you
can create your own Facebook page,
Twitter account or blog.

Click on Masterclass / Expert
Opinion

ASK THE EXPERT
… And if you’ve got any questions after
reading our article on social media,
you can submit them via the website
and we’ll get the answers for you!

Click on Masterclass / Ask the
Expert

ONLINE MENU ORDERING –
THE WAY OF THE FUTURE
The past five years have seen an explo -
sion in online menu ordering systems.
With so many different ones to choose
from, how can you know which is best
for your business? Club Perfect has a
general guide of what to look for.

Click on Masterclass / Business

PLUS FANTASTIC NEW PIZZA
RECIPES FROM KRIS BAILEY

NOT A MEMBER OF CLUB
PERFECT? REGISTER
ONLINE FOR FREE TODAY @
www.clubperfect.com.au

www.inghamfoodservice.com.au  For more information or to place an order, contact your local branch.

Homestyle Wing Dings    5535700

Chicken Devil Wing Dings   20540 Roasted Wing Dings 20511 Chicken Wing Dings   20536

100% AU S T R

A
L I
A
N

Lightly coated in special herbs and spices, Inghams NEW Homestyle Wing Dings are made from 
100% Australian chicken,  have no added preservatives, no artifi cial colours or fl avours and loads of taste.
So if you want to add a touch of homestlye fl avour to your out-of-home menu... Ingham has the answer. 

NEW Homestyle Chicken Wing Dings,
the perfect out-of-home finger food.

Over the page you can read all about how Kris

comes up with the innovative and unusual

recipes for his pizzas, typically by adapting

meals he’s enjoyed while dining out into his own

unique pizza creations.

Kris also gives us some tips on how to make

sure your home delivery pizzas get out the door

and into the hands of your waiting customers as

quickly and efficiently as possible, with minimal

‘cooling time’ once they’re out of the oven.

You can also read more about Kris’ business

philosophy, and even get his advice on how to

use social media to help market your business, by

visiting Club Perfect. You’ll find the relevant articles

in the newly expanded Masterclass section – see

the breakout panel opposite for more details. 

PIZZA
RELIGION
CELEBRATES
THREE YEARS
OF SUCCESS!
KRIS BAILEY of PIZZA RELIGION in Melbourne’s

East Hawthorn is this issue’s featured CLUB

PERFECT AMBASSADOR.

It’s an ideal choice as just this month Pizza 

Reli gion celebrates its third birthday, capping 

off its success by doubling its dine-in capacity

through the acquisition of the premises next

door.

For Kris and business partner Matt Hunter, it’s

been a whirlwind three years of great success –

all of which they attribute to their “chef’s approach

to pizzamaking”.

Both Kris and Matt draw extensively upon their

chefs’ training to build Pizza Religion into a force

to be reckoned with.

This issue we look at Kris’ approach to pizza-

making and see what lessons can be drawn

from his success.



INSIDEPizza

Home delivery is a big part of most pizza busi-

nesses. Here we look at one of the most common

problems – how to ensure your home delivery

orders are delivered quickly and efficiently 

so they reach the customer as fresh and hot 

as possible. 

Club Perfect Ambassador Kris Bailey has some

expert tips in this regard which can be summed

up as follows: 

KEEP YOUR DELIVERY
AREA WITHIN A
STRICT RADIUS

Kris says Pizza Religion used to deliver within a

5km radius but they were getting too busy, doing

too many deliveries. The aim should always be

to minimise the time between the pizza being

made and it going out the door into a delivery

driver’s vehicle.

Now Kris delivers only within a 3km radius, and

even though people offer to pay extra if he’ll de-

liver outside that area, he always turns them

down. If you care about your product and the way

it’s presented, you’ll recognise how important it is

to limit your delivery area to a manageable radius.

HAVE A SUFFICIENT
NUMBER OF DRIVERS

ON ROTATION
Some pizzerias will send out three or four deliv-

eries at once, especially if they’re all for the

same local area.

Kris argues that this should be avoided where

possible – rather, have drivers make only one or

to get the best possible

product out there, in the

best possible condition,

you’ll recognise the benefit

of this approach.

SET A MAXIMUM
TIMEFRAME FOR

DELIVERY PICKUP
How long do your drivers take to pick up your

pizzas? Kris recommends trying to keep the

timeframe down to a maximum of 20 minutes.

This can be challenging, especially on busy

nights – but the last thing you want is for pizzas

to be out of the oven, sitting around waiting 

for long periods until drivers can pick them up

for delivery.

MONITOR YOUR
PIZZA THROUGHPUT

CAREFULLY
So you’ve got enough drivers on rotation and

you’ve set a suitable timeframe for the pizza deli -

very. But to make it all happen you need to monitor

the oven throughput carefully and time your pizza -

making to match the rotation of drivers.

Suppose you aim for a 20 minute delivery turn-

around time. That means keeping track of where

your drivers are and how long until the next

driver is due back in-store from delivering their

last order. Armed with this knowledge, you can

time when your next home delivery order should

two deliveries at a time. He puts on extra delivery

drivers depending on the night and on Friday

nights has six drivers on rotation. If you’re trying

go into the oven – so that it will be cooked to co-

incide with when the next delivery driver arrives

back. The aim is to ensure that the pizza is

ready to be delivered as soon as possible after

cooking – no sitting around on top of the oven

waiting for the driver to arrive.

Of course, to make this work you need to know

your pizza oven’s capacity and be aware of how

long each pizza takes to cook.

It also helps to know the local area in which your

drivers are delivering. If you’ve recced the area

yourself and familiarised yourself with most of

the local streets in say a 3km radius, then you’ll

have a fair idea of how long it will take for each

order to be delivered, depending on what ad-

dress it’s going to. This way, you’re able to esti-

mate what time your drivers will have finished

their deliveries and are due back in-store. You

can then put your next home delivery order on

to match up.

… AND ONE MORE
GENERAL TIP

Remember, the most efficient way to run your

pizzamaking business is the way a chef would

run a professional kitchen. That means doing as

much advance preparation as possible. In Kris’

Pizza Religion there are two pizzamakers who

start work at 12 noon and they stay on until

11pm or so. This allows all the prep work of

making bases and sauces etc to be done in ad-

vance while still keeping everything fresh daily.

Just like a chef would, make sure that you have

all your ingredients ready and measured and

portion controlled for maximum efficiency and

consistency. Keep standard recipes for each

pizza on the menu and ensure they’re readily

accessible to staff. 

TAKE A CHEF’S APPROACH TO
BUILDING YOUR PIZZA

RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS FOR
EFFECTIVE HOME DELIVERY

TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS…

“I am a chef so I take a chef’s approach to pizza -

making,” says Club Perfect Ambassador Kris

Bailey of Pizza Religion. “My attitude is we are

a restaurant first and foremost, but a restaurant

that happens to do pizza. And when it comes to

pizza, it’s all about the flavour and texture that

you get from the toppings.”

Kris uses his chef’s training to come up with

inno vative pizzas, combining ingredients whose

flavours complement each other to create

something exciting and new. He uses as his 

inspiration the meals he enjoys when dining out.

As he explains: “You sit down at the table and

eat something that the chef produces and then

you think, how can we do that on a pizza?”

As an example, Kris tells the story of how he went

out last Sunday to The Estelle, a well-known

restaurant in Northcote, an inner-city Melbourne

suburb famous for its choice of eateries. “We

had this starter which was barbecued corn with

goats feta and puffed rice and I said, why can’t

you put this on a pizza? Well, you can.

“It’s all about looking at how you can make it

happen by adapting the ingredients to the food,”

Kris tells us. “And because of my background

and my business partner’s background as chefs,

we’re able to do that. 

“Take potato as an example of a much-used in-

gredient. There are dozens of different ways you

This is how Kris came up with the idea for his

award-winning Sherry Braised Beef Cheek

Pizza with Celeriac Puree, Gremolata and Truf-

fle Oil, which won Best Pizza at the 2012 Global

Pizza Challenge Australian final.

“We do one special a week and it’s usually in-

spired by what we’ve eaten at a restaurant, or a

sauce we liked and so on. For example, when I

tried the black cod with miso sauce, which is the

signature dish at Nobu (a famous Japanese

restaurant in Melbourne), I was inspired to use

that style of sauce on pizza.

“So I often start with one ingredient and build

around it. It can be a sauce, a method of cook-

ing fish, anything that I enjoy, I’ll find a way to

adapt it and put it on the menu.

“There’s really no limit to the toppings you can put

and pork bellies on pizza. These are the sort of

things you can play around with.

Everyone who runs a pizza business knows

there are certain staples that customers expect

to see on the menu and Kris isn’t suggesting

that every pizza you offer should be ‘out there’. 

His approach is to complement his existing

menu with one or two specials, which feature

the more “weird and wonderful” toppings.

“When you’re committed to using the freshest,

best quality ingredients, as we are, you’re also

limited by what’s in season, so our specials tend

to be very seasonal,” he adds.

Read more from Kris Bailey – visit

www.clubperfect.com.au and click on 

Masterclass/Expert Opinion

can do potato – it’s just about finding the right

way that will work on a pizza.

“That means asking yourself: how will it comple-

ment the other ingredients, how will it work with

the base and the sauce? And then experiment-

ing until you come up with something that works.

With potato, there are ways you can cook it to

create a certain texture, a certain crunch, which

will complement your pizza.

“So my approach is to eat out a

lot and when you find a meal you

like, ask how you can adapt it.”

on pizza. I’m often asked what can’t you use on

pizza and the only answer I can think of is water!

“I think with enough ingenuity you can make

anything work,” Kris emphasises. “For example

we’ve just done a 14 hour slow smoked pork

shoulder, with pickled cabbage, barbecue sauce

and gherkins. Recently we did a Brussels

sprouts pizza – we’ve also done crispy noodles



CONTACTS
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
1300 738 484

Victoria - Tasmania

327 Ferntree Gully Road

Mount Waverley

VIC 3149

Tel: (03) 85411588

South Australia

183 Melbourne Street

North Adelaide

SA 5006

Tel: (08) 8267 2024

New South Wales

Level 1, 82 Waterloo Road

North Ryde

NSW 2113

Tel: (02) 8899 3222

Western Australia

22 Geddes Street

Balcatta

WA 6021

Tel: (08) 6253 0400

Queensland

Unit 5/8 Navigator Place

Hendra

QLD 4011

Tel: (07) 3868 8200

RECIPE OF THE MONTH
This month’s Signature Pizza Recipe is the award-winner that Club

Perfect Ambassador Kris Bailey won with at last year’s Global Pizza

Challenge.

And at Club Perfect you can find FIVE new pizza recipes from Kris –

just visit www.clubperfect.com.au and and click on RECIPES to

access all his new creations!

SHERRY BRAISED BEEF CHEEK PIZZA WITH
CELERIAC PUREE, GREMOLATA AND TRUFFLE OIL

Ingredients

180g pizza dough 1 pinch parsley

70g celeriac puree Gremolata

60g Perfect Italiano Mozzarella Cream

1 braised beef cheek Pedro Ximénez sherry

Carrot Salt and pepper

Onion Truffle oil

Celery

Method

To make celeriac puree: peel and dice celeriac, then boil in water until

soft. Season and add a dash of cream. 

Seal beef cheek in a hot pan, then place in a roasting dish with carrot,

onion and celery, cover with Pedro Ximénez sherry and cook for 6-7

hours at 120degC.

Once cooked, pull out cheek and reduce cooking liquor until thick and

flavoursome. Shred cheek and add sauce until moist.

Roll pizza dough, then spread with celeriac puree, parsley and cheese. 

Place cheek evenly on pizza and cook at 274degC for five minutes.

Cut, sprinkle with gremolata, and add truffle oil over top before

serving. Add salt and pepper to season.

ANCHOR COOKING CREAM …
YOUR SECRET WEAPON FOR
SUPERB ITALIAN DESSERTS!
Panna Cotta is one of the most popular of traditional Italian desserts

and Anchor Cooking Cream will ensure yours is superb every time!

Not only does it yield great results in cold applications like this,

Anchor Cooking Cream is also ideal for making thick, creamy

sauces. It won’t split or separate in acid or at high temperatures and

because it’s already reduced it can cut down your cooking time. 

WHITE CHOCOLATE PANNA COTTA

Ingredients
300ml Anchor Cooking Cream 100g brown sugar 

75ml milk 1/2 vanilla pod 

1/2 vanilla pod 1/2 bunch mint 

75g sugar 1 mango 

120g white couverture chocolate 15ml pink moscato 

3 gold gelatin leaves 50g caster sugar 

1 pineapple 1 punnet fresh raspberries 

50g Western Star Unsalted butter 20ml pink moscato 

Method

To make the Panna Cotta: Pour the cream and milk into a saucepan.

Add the vanilla and heat until it begins to simmer. Add the sugar and

chocolate and stir to dissolve, remove from heat and stir in gelatin.

Pass the mix through a fine sieve and pour into 4 dariole moulds.

Refrigerate until set (2-4 hours).

Pineapple: Peel and core the pineapple, cut into quarters and then

slice into 1cm slices. Melt the butter, brown sugar and vanilla over

low heat and add the pineapple. Turn down to a simmer and cook for

30 minutes until tender. Cool. Chiffonade the mint and mix together

with peeled and chopped mango, cooled pineapple and moscato. 

Raspberries: Place sugar, half the punnet of raspberries (leaving

the other half for garnish) and the moscato in a pan and bring to the

boil. Reduce heat and cook until the berries start to break up, then

blitz with a food processor and strain. 
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Successful pizza chef Kenny Misfud, 
owner of Italy Pizzeria in Sydney’s 
northern suburbs knows a few tricks 
to get customers in the door.

“Our Nutella dessert pizza is a surefi re way 

of bringing in the kids, and the parents 

along with them,” Kenny explains. 

To make his Nutella dessert pizza, Kenny 

lightly oils and cooks his pizza base, 

then covers it with Nutella, crushed 

hazelnuts, strawberries or white 

chocolate, and dusts the edges 

with icing sugar.

“It’s hugely popular and although  

 I introduced it for the kids, the 

adults love it just as much” Kenny 

says proudly.

Nutella is the number one hazelnut spread 

in Australia*. So why not follow Kenny’s 

example and offer your customers a Nutella 

based dessert they won’t be able to resist. 

Available in 
5kg tubs and 
20g Portion

Control Packs. 

Armory FA3

Australians love it. 
Shouldn’t you be 

serving it?

For more information call 1800 199 183 or visit 
www.ferrero.com.au/foodservice/nutella/home.html

*Source: Nielsen Grocery Scantrack value sales and value share %. MAT 25/12/2011



     OPINION

Serving up
a successful
BURGER

EXTENDED STORYclick ARTICLES
foodservicegateway.com.au

Not all burger patties are created equally.

If you work in a business which sells burgers to the public, this probably
won’t come as news to you.

As Meat & Livestock Australia is keen to promote, the cuts of meat which
make up your burger mince will impact on flavour, texture and juiciness.

The MLA tells us that according to Modernist Cuisine: The Art and
Science of Cooking there are two mixes which are “the best bet 
for burgers”.

The first is a mix of short rib meat, aged rib eye and hanger. The second
combines chuck, striploin and flank.

How much of each meat type goes in the mix depends on how
flavoursome and juicy you want the burger pattie to be, and of course
how much money you want to spend making it.

Of course a good burger contains more than just meat.

There’s also the question of the bun itself and what else lies within it –
the lettuce, onion, tomato, cheese, beetroot, sauce and whatever else
you may add to distinguish your burgers from those of the competition.

But according to the MLA’s Rare Medium journal, many people argue
that the key element is the meat, or to be more specific, its chemical lean.

This is a measurement of the total meat minus fat content. A chemical
lean (CL) of 85 per cent means the meat contains 15 per cent fat.

By combining different cuts of meat in different quantities you can
change the overall CL of your burger pattie.

Rare Medium tells us that at BLT Burger in New York, Laurent
Touroundel likes to use a burger pattie of 20-25 per cent fat, which
combines sirloin (rump), chuck, short ribs and brisket. Matt Moran,
on the other hand, uses chuck or brisket which is coarse-grinded just
before cooking, so he can serve it rare to medium rare.

The MLA recommends experimenting with a variety of meat cuts to
create the pattie of your choice. That way you can achieve your pre-
ferred balance of flavour, texture and fat content. 

It also suggests that using a medium or coarse mince grind will give you
a pattie with a texture that imparts more juiciness and “beefiness” to
the burger.

This is fine for those who have the time and economies of scale to pre-
pare their burger patties from scratch. But there are plenty of pre-made
burger patties on the market, many of them competitively priced and
offering quality that ranges from budget through to gourmet.

Which brings us to the other ingredients, and here there are widely
diverging schools of thought as to what you should use.

Mark Esplin of The Burger Joint in Sydney’s Darling Harbour, for exam-
ple, is a strong proponent of keeping a burger simple, in keeping
with its history.

He argues that many establishments offer burgers which are just too
fancy for many people’s tastes, with ingredients that don’t comple-
ment each other.

On the flipside of the coin are operations like Grill’d, which has built
an extremely successful franchise business by appealing to the
‘gourmet’, health-conscious end of the market.

Grill’d founder Simon Crowe is quoted on the operation’s website
that he created the business after complaining to friends that he could
rarely find a burger that didn’t make him feel heavy and bloated.

So his emphasis from the start was on burgers with “the finest freshest
ingredients” that were healthy as well as delicious. �
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Brent’s dessert 
pizza takes the prize!

     PRODUCT PROFILE
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Dessert pizzas were once considered an unusual innovation but these
days more and more customers are asking for them.

In fact the dessert pizza has become so popular that there’s even a
Best Dessert Pizza category in the prestigious Global Pizza and Pasta
Challenge – the world’s biggest pizza competition.

Aussie Brent Assam, who works as sous chef at the University Club of
Western Australia, is this year’s winner of Best Dessert Pizza with his
Nutella Italian Meringue with Strawberry and Basil Salsa and Salted
Hazelnut Popcorn.

This exotic creation was developed by Brent, who runs the club’s fine
dining restaurant and is also involved in the menu planning for the
club café which serves pizza.

Brent comes from South Africa where he worked as an executive chef
and also has a background as a pastry chef, which has given him a
strong grounding in creating innovative desserts. 

He’s only been in Australia for a year so is still settling in, but has already
made his mark thanks to his win of the Best Dessert Pizza category which
was sponsored by Nutella. Brent was awarded a trophy and $500.

“I chose the other ingredients to complement the Nutella and make it
shine,” is how Brent explains his innovative recipe.

“I kept the Nutella just as it is – I didn’t want to change anything
about the product because it’s already so good. I simply added other
elements which went well with it, to complement the flavour.

“You’ve got the soft Nutella on the base. Then when you bite into it you
have the crunchy popcorn, then the coldness of the strawberry and
basil salsa. The Italian meringue is soft and has a great visual effect,
which I achieved by blowtorching – scorching it is a bit of theatre and
adds some appeal.”

“I actually gained more respect for pizzamaking as a result of com-
peting. With the quality of ingredients we have here, there's an awful
lot you can do with dessert pizzas.”

Innovative 
products you’ll be
pleased to serve!
Once again we bring you a fantastic selection of
terrificproducts well worth stocking up on to keep
customers coming back!

TANDACO COATING AND 
STUFFING MIXES

Tandaco Coating Mixes will give you flavoursome, attractively 
presented meals each and every time. Varieties include Southern
Fried Chicken Coating Mix, Fish Coating Mix, and Salt & Pepper
Coating Mix (all in 3kg packs). With no artificial colours or flavours
and no added MSG, these distinctive herb and spice blends will com-
plement or enhance the flavours of your food – with no messy crumbs
and no need to use eggs.

Tandaco Seasoned Stuffing Mix comes in a 1.5kg pack and can be
used to stuff poultry, lamb, pork, seafood and vegetables as well as an
extender or binder for meatballs, turkey rolls or sausage rolls, or even
a seasoning base, casserole topping or thickener.

Check out the free sample offer and bonus offer for these products on
page 3.

INGHAMS EXPANDS GLUTEN 
FREE RANGE

Now it’s a simple matter to satisfy those customers who love the terrific
taste of chicken nuggets, tenders and schnitzels but who follow a
gluten free diet.

Australia’s premier poultry products supplier Inghams has introduced
gluten-free versions of some of its most popular value-added poultry
favourites – with no compromise on quality.

Pacific West’s Flathead Fillets are wild caught, freshly cut and individ-
ually hand-breaded in a fresh panko crumb. 

A great alternative to traditional beer batter, the panko crumb gives
an added crunch, providing a rustic contrast to the delicate meat of
the flathead, while retaining its sweet flavour.

Panko Flathead can be served as part of a fish taco and also makes
a great upsell to traditional fish and chips. It’s ideal for hotels, pubs
and clubs, cafes, restaurants and function caterers.

Enquiries and orders: visit www.pacificwest.com.au or call Head Office
on 02 9630 0188.

CLEAR HARVEST CENTRE CUT 
BARRAMUNDI PORTIONS

Produced in a farm set among the pristine waters of Central Vietnam
and processed within hours of harvest, these high quality Barramundi
Portions are delicious, moist and versatile and have been flash-frozen
at the source to lock in their natural freshness and flavour.  

Available through Marine Product Marketing, phone 02 9700 1099.

HERBERT ADAMS BAKERY RANGE

The Herbert Adams bakery range embraces pies, rolls and a veg-
etable pastie, all baked with Herbert Adams’ famous flaky pastry to
top quality standards.

Featuring attractive bakery-styled presentation to evoke a distinctive
homestyle appearance that’s matched by the taste, the Herbert Adams
bakery range uses quality ingredients such as 100 per cent Australian
beef to ensure a terrific taste that will keep customers coming back. 

The range consists of King Island Beef Pie, Chunky Beef, Chunky Beef
and Mushroom, Chunky Beef and Cheese, Chunky Pepper Steak,
Creamy Chicken and Leek, Chunky Chicken and Vegetable, Traditional
Shepherd’s Pie, plus modern twist flavours like Spicy Mexican Beef.

Also available are Classic Sausage Rolls, Cheese and Spinach Rolls,
Mixed Vegetable Rolls and a Vegetable Pastie.

New Inghams Gluten Free Chicken Breast Tenders, Nuggets and
Schnitzels are as the name suggests made from quality 100 per cent
Australian chicken breast. 

The new Inghams gluten-free range features specially formulated
gluten-free crumb coating which has been developed with no com-
promise on flavour and crispness.

Ideal in wraps, rolls, sliced over fresh salad or served with or without
dipping sauce, all three products are cost-effective, portion controlled
choices that are quick and easy to prepare from frozen in the oven.
You can find serving suggestions and recipe ideas at www.ingham-
foodservice.com.au.

FROZEN BREAD RANGE FROM TIP TOP
Tip Top Foodservice’s new frozen bread range has a long shelf life of
four months, and is quick to defrost so there’s minimal impact on prep
time. All of which makes it easy to offer the great taste of Tip Top
bread while minimising wastage.

Tip Top frozen bread is frozen shortly after baking to lock in the fresh-
ness and maintain the taste of fresh bread once thawed.

It’s an ideal choice for those businesses unable to receive daily fresh
bread deliveries, such as smaller outlets or those in remote regions.

The range includes White Sliced, Wholemeal Sliced, Multigrain
Sliced, Super Thick White Sliced, Super Thick Raisin Bread and Tra-
ditional English muffins.

All breads in the range are free of artificial colours or flavours, Halal
certified, vegetarian and HACCP certified. Available throughout Aus-
tralia via your local distributor.

PACIFIC WEST HAND CRUMBED PANKO
FLATHEAD FILLETS
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